GRADUATE VALUE

• Full time position in Perth Head Office for a full time trainee valuer to become an integral part of one of Perth’s leading valuation teams
• The successful candidate will learn all aspects of commercial, industrial, retail and development valuation and consultancy with the objective of becoming a licensed valuer following the completion of a traineeship over a 2-3 year period
• This is a career position with one of World’s leading property companies

Savills is a publicly-listed property solutions company which operates worldwide and provides services in Sales, Leasing, Valuations, Research and all aspects of Property Management. The company, established in 1855, has a rich heritage with unrivalled growth and has been ranked No.1 by turnover in the UK by the Estates Gazette for each of the last nine years. It is a company that leads rather than follows and now has over 200 offices and associates throughout the Americas, Europe, Asia Pacific, Africa and the Middle East. A unique combination of sector knowledge and entrepreneurial flair gives clients access to real estate expertise of the highest calibre. We are regarded as an innovative, thinking organisation backed up with excellent negotiation skills.

Our Valuations team requires an enthusiastic and switched-on person to join them in the role of Graduate Valuer. This position would suit a recent Property graduate seeking to gain experience working within a corporate real estate company. We will also consider an applicant who is currently in their last year of study who is willing to undertake the rest of their course on a part-time basis. We would allow up to 1 day per week study leave. The chosen applicant will become an integral part of the Valuations team within WA and work with the support of a group of experienced valuers.

The person we are looking for will possess:

• a keen interest in property and an eagerness to learn
• good Organisational skills
• a strong attention to detail
• the ability to work with and without supervision
• a sound working knowledge of Microsoft Office applications, including Excel
• the ability to demonstrate excellent results achieved during tertiary study
• a strong desire to see tasks through to completion

Please apply to via www.onetest.com.au/savillscareers